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With the new A26 caliber family, DAMASKO becomes 
one step closer to being a true “manufacture”. From 
the beginning, the A26 caliber family was develo-
ped to offer the customer improved product qua-
lity, while at the same time creating independence 
from the basic Swiss movements. Additionally, 
it was important not to drastically increase the 
price range of the present models.

The goal was to offer the customer two options. 
They can purchase DAMASKO timepieces with the 
current ETA movement, or instead use our impro.



DK30 | DK 32Due to Damasko’s vast experience with the basic watch movements, 
eg. ETA2824-2 and ETA2836-2, we know that many aspects of these 
movements have been proven over decades of operation. Because of their 
simplicity and performance, they can be repaired at nearly every watchmaker 
worldwide. But, being experienced watchmakers ourselves, we have come to 
know the maintenance intensive parts, which have to be serviced and if necessary 
replaced in certain time intervals. 



Therefore, the A26 movement family was developed so that the 
single movements are fully compatible in its dimensioning with its 
ETA equivalents. All force-transmitting parts in the basic movement 
are also 100% identical in construction with those known from the ETA 
movement, which is an advantage for the watchmaker’s spare parts 
stocking. However, we did see areas that could use improvement 
to meet our strict quality standards. For example, the automatic winding 
system was developed from scratch for the A26 family. 

One of the features of the new automatic assembly is the pawl winding, 
which increases the winding efficiency. Our patent pending system utili-
zes two ceramic ball bearing assemblies to accomplish the bi-directional 
autowinding. One centrally mounted ball bearing has the tungsten mass 
fastened to it, to allow for very low friction spinning of the rotor. Addi-
tionally, there is another ceramic ball bearing held within, which is slight-
ly eccentric, and this acts to transmit the winding to the mainspring. 
The use of ceramic ball bearings eliminates the needs for lubricants or oil.



We have also discovered that a common failure point on ETA movements 
is the use of brass material on the primary handwinding components. 
In the A26 caliber, these brass parts have been replaced with hardened 
steel, for increased reliability and durability. At the beginning, in the new 
DK3X range, the in-house movement A26-1 will be installed as a three-
hand automatic movement, and the A26-2 with a date indicator. 

Further display and expansion versions will follow. The caliber family was 
developed to be modular in design with common parts, such that further 
improvements, expansions of capability and overall upgrades can be 
implemented with relative ease across the product line. 

Further display and expansion versions will follow. The caliber family was 
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Of course, beauty also exists on the outside. Thus, the design is 
beautifully finished on all the bridges, and is topped off with thermally 
blued screws. Moreover, all A26 calibers are antimagnetic according 
to ISO764 and DIN8309. 

For reasons of service friendliness and to achieve the target price 
corridor, the use of silicium parts was initially not included. However, 
DAMASKO fans do not have to go without it. The known caliber family 
A35/H35 with full silicium and free-oscillating balance wheel which is 
also adjusted to 5 positions completes the range.



WERK | MOVEMENT

Deutsches Manufakturwerk DAMASKO A26-1, Mechanisches Werk mit 

Bidirektionalem automatischem Aufzug, 20 Rubinlagersteine, zwei Keramik-

Kugellager, 28.800 Halbschwingungen/Std.,4 Hz, Zeitfeineinstellung durch 

Sekundenstoppfunktion, 

DAMASKO-Rotor mit Keramik-Kugellager, Vollkugellager mit 40 Keramikkugeln, 

Stahlgelagerter Handaufzug, 

Antimagnetisch nach DIN 8309 und ISO 764, Stoßsicher nach DIN 8308, 

Gangreserve von 42 Stunden, 

Reguliert in fünf (5) Lagen

Maße: Ø 26,0 mm, Höhe: 4,7 mm

The In-house Movement DAMASKO A26-1, Mechanical movement 

with bidirectional pawl winding, 20 ruby bearings, two ceramic 

ball bearings, 28.800 half oscillations/hour, 4Hz, Time fine adjustment 

by seconds stop function, 

DAMASKO-rotor with ceramic ball bearing, full ball bearing with 

40 ceramic balls, anti-magnetic according to ISO 764 and DIN 8309, 

shock-proof according to DIN 8308, 

42 hours power reserve

adjusted to five (5) positions

Dimensions: Ø 26.0 mm, height: 4.7 mm

FUNKTION | FUNCTION

Stunde, Minute, Zentralsekunde

hour, minute, central second

Manufakturkaliber A26—1

The In-house Movement A26—1



WERK | MOVEMENT

Deutsches Manufakturwerk DAMASKO A26-1, Mechanisches Werk mit 

Bidirektionalem automatischem Aufzug, 20 Rubinlagersteine, zwei Keramik-

Kugellager, 28.800 Halbschwingungen/Std.,4 Hz, Zeitfeineinstellung durch 

Sekundenstoppfunktion, Datumschnellschaltung, Datumschnelleinstellung 

DAMASKO-Rotor mit Keramik-Kugellager, Vollkugellager mit 40 Keramikkugeln, 

Stahlgelagerter Handaufzug, 

Antimagnetisch nach DIN 8309 und ISO 764, Stoßsicher nach DIN 8308, 

Gangreserve von 42 Stunden, 

Reguliert in fünf (5) Lagen

Maße: Ø 26,0 mm, Höhe: 4,7 mm

The In-house Movement DAMASKO A26-1, Mechanical movement 

with bidirectional pawl winding, 20 ruby bearings, two ceramic 

ball bearings, 28.800 half oscillations/hour, 4Hz, Time fine adjustment 

by seconds stop function, date quick jump, date quick set 

DAMASKO-rotor with ceramic ball bearing, full ball bearing with 

40 ceramic balls, anti-magnetic according to ISO 764 and DIN 8309, 

shock-proof according to DIN 8308, 

42 hours power reserve

adjusted to five (5) positions

Dimensions: Ø 26.0 mm, height: 4.7 mm

FUNKTION | FUNCTION

Stunde, Minute, Zentralsekunde, Datumsanzeige 

hour, minute, central second, date

Manufakturkaliber A26—2

The In-house Movement A26—2



GROSSE AUSWAHL EXKLUSIVER UHRENARMBÄNDER

BEIDSEITIG ENTSPIEGELTES SAPHIRGLAS

KRONE VERSCHRAUBT, NACH „SYSTEM DAMASKO“

MIT UND OHNE DATUMSANZEIGE

SICHTBODEN SAPHIRGLAS 

AUSTENITISCHER U-BOOT-STAHL 

20BAR / 200M WASSERDICHT

BESONDERS FLACHE 
GEHÄUSE BAUHÖHE

HÖCHSTE KORROSIONSBESTÄNDIGKEIT

LARGE SELECTION OF 
EXCLUSIVE WATCH STRAPS

2AR SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL

CROWN SCREWED, ACCORDING 
TO "SYSTEM DAMASKO"

WITH AND WITHOUT DATE DISPLAY

CASE BACK WITH SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL

AUSTENITIC SUBMARINE STEEL

WATERPROOF 20BAR / 200METERS

ESPECIALLY FLAT CASE HEIGHT

HIGHEST CORROSION RESISTANCE
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AUSTENITIC SUBMARINE STEEL
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ESPECIALLY FLAT CASE HEIGHT

HIGHEST CORROSION RESISTANCE



New WATCHES DK30 | DK 32

www.damasko-watches.com



New WATCH DK30 oceanocean

www.damasko-watches.com
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DAMASKO GmbH  
Unterheising 17 c | 93092 Barbing
Tel.: 09401/80481 | Fax: 09401/80482 
E-Mail: info@damasko.de

www.damasko-watches.com


